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Accessory kit
The ProVac series of machines is both designed and built to an exceptional standard, 
ensuring power, performance and economy of operation.

The ProVac A1 accessory kit lives up to the same high standard in every way.

A full 2.5m double swivel hose with maximum flexibility, stainless steel tubes that quite 
honestly will last forever, our combination floor tool for carpets and hard floors and even 
that has a stainless steel, long life sole plate, a full set of upholstery, dusting and crevice tools 
for all those nooks and crannies; everything just that little bit better to complement machines 
that are equally better.

The Numatic full range of accessories is vast with many unique and individual attachments 
that will extend the function and performance of the machine (see full Cleancare Accessory 
catalogue).
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ProVac Specifications

PPH 320A

New specification - never better

ProVacHepa. Cleaner and even better 
Once again we have taken all the many advanced features 
of the ProVac model range and introduced an additional 
Hepa filter module achieving an exceptional H14 – 99.97% 
standard, down to 0.3 micron particle size according to 
EN1822 standards.

Compact in size, efficient in performance, AutoSave energy 
conservation, TwinFlo motor, double plugged rewind system 
together with high efficiency Hepa filtration … 

You really won’t find better.

If it’s Hepa H14 you 
are after make sure 
it’s EN1822 approved, 
your guarantee of 
performance.
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Hepa Filter Module

Kit A1/AE1

Model Motor Power Airflow Suction Hi Suction Lo Kit Capacity Range Weight Size
PPR200A 1200/600W

230AC 
50/60Hz

42L/sec 2500mm 1500mm A1 9L 31.8m 6.9Kg 355x355x415mm
PPR370A 1200/600W 42L/sec 2500mm 1500mm A1 15L 31.8m 7.5Kg 355x355x465mm
PPT220A 1200/600W 42L/sec 2500mm 1500mm A1 9L 31.8m 8.5Kg 355x355x615mm
PPT390A 1200/600W 42L/sec 2500mm 1500mm A1 15L 31.8m 8.6 355x355x665mm
NPR200A 800/500W 30L/sec 2000mm 1300mm AE1 9L 31.8m 6.9Kg 355x355x415mm
NPT220A 800/500W 30L/sec 2000mm 1300mm AE1 9L 31.8m 8.5Kg 355x355x615mm
PPH320A 1200W 42L/sec 2500mm 1500mm A1 9L 31.8m 7.70Kg 335x335x615mm



ProVac...
The ultimate professional range ProVac... the range without equals ProVac... professional classics

PPR 200, 370, NPR 200 PPT 220, NPT 220, PPT 390

The ProVac range of professional vacuum 
cleaners are truly as exciting in their 
specification as they are thoroughly 
practical in use. 

Six models, each with their own design 
concept, yet all incorporating time tested 
premium features.

ProVac Cable Rewind
The new cable rewind system is unique, 
incorporating a double plugged mains 
cable allowing cables, if they become 
damaged, to be exch anged without 

the need for an 
electrical engineer.

The PPR range is a perfect example of a 
series of time tested design features packed 
in one great machine.  Our heavy duty, two 
stage TwinFlo industrial motor is surrounded 
by our unique double plugged, 12.5m 
cable rewind system providing convenient 
storage and now incorporating a simple 
replacement cable facility.

The AutoSave energy conservation feature 
can save up to 50% of power required 
whilst the NST noise reduction system 
provides reduced operating sound levels.  
The TriTex and HepaFlo high efficiency 
filter system ensures excellent performance 
together with easy and clean emptying 
when full.  

Available in a choice of 3 models the 
PPR-200 9 litre capacity and PPR-370A 
15 litre capacity, AutoSave 1200W/600W 
specification and our low energy  
NPR-200A 9 litre capacity with the 
800W/500W AutoSave long life Eco 
motor system. All models include our 
comprehensive accessory kit.

Everything we have told you about the PPR 200 and 370s equally 
applies to the PPT series but with extra, unique, highly commendable 
features making life easier and cleaning better for professionals.

Easy to move, giant soft ride transit wheels, a fully telescopic handle  
and accessory pail providing the convenience of accommodating  
those essential sprays, cloths, etc.  
needed throughout the  
cleaning operation. 

NEW Cable System 

12.5m Cable & Rewind 

AutoSave 50%   
Energy Conservation  

TwinFlo Motors 

TriTex Filtration 

HepaFlo Dust Bag 

4 Wheel Stability  
and Mobility  

You really could not ask for more or better! More cleaning for your moneyBetter by design and engineering

3 models in the PPT range; ProVac 220A, 
ProVac 390A joined by our green Nusave  
NPT-220A model using our extra low 
energy, long life Eco-motor system.


